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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many problems in applied mathematics can be expressed in the form, 
u = G(u, A) 11-l) 
where h E DB (the real numbers), II is an element in some real Banach space X 
and G is a continuous, compact operator from X x Iw into X. When 
G(., h): X - X has FrCchet derivative hB at the origin in X, it is well known 
that bifurcation of nontrivial solutions of (1.1) can take place only from 
characteristic values of B. More recently P. H. Rabinowitz [I] and R. E. L. 
Turner [2] have shown that if X, is a characteristic value of B of odd multi- 
plicity then there is a maximal connected set of nontrivial solutions of (I. l), 
the closure of which contains (0, 4). If this connected set is a bounded 
subset of X x Iw then its closure contains an element (0, h) E X x [w where 
h is a characteristic value of B and h # h, . Global results for a large class of 
nonlinear eigenvalue problems associated with second order elliptic 
differential equations on bounded domains are easy corollaries of the above 
result [l]. 
However attempts to reduce nonlinear Steklov problems to the above 
situation have been less successful. Indeed in Cushing [3, 4, and 51, the 
methods of reduction have necessitated hypotheses about the behaviour 
of the nonlinear term not required when dealing with the first boundary value 
problem. 
This led us to consider the problem (1.1) when G(., h) has FrCchet 
derivative A + hB at the origin in X. In Section 2, we obtain an alternative 
similar to that described above. 
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In Sections 3 and 4, we show how the nonlinear Steklov problem can be 
reduced to an integral equation of the type (1.1). The Theorem 2.3 then 
asserts that global continua bifurcate from eigenvalues of odd multiplicity 
of the linear Steklov problem under the minimal hypotheses on the nonlinear 
term necessary for the first boundary value problem. This result, 
Theorem 4.11, dispenses with the various assumptions about the nonlinear 
term (other than that it be continuous and vanish sufficiently rapidly near 
the origin) made in [3, 4, and 51. 
Theorem 2.3 yields further results on the existence of global continua 
of nontrivial solutions of the nonlinear Steklov problem even when we do 
not require that the nonlinear term be small in the vicinity of the origin. 
Under conditions on the nonlinear term which govern its behavior for large 
values of its argument, and the resultant continua are unbounded. When 
there are also trivial solutions the question of whether or not these continua 
intersect the curve of trivial solutions can only be answered with stronger 
hypotheses on the nonlinear term. These results parallel the results in [6] 
for the corresponding first boundary value problem. 
In Section 5 we consider briefly the nodal behavior of solutions of the 
nonlinear Steklov problem which lie on one of these continua. 
II. GLOBAL RESULTS 
We begin by setting out the notation and hypotheses adopted throughout 
this section. 
Let [w denote the real line, X a real Banach space with norm jj . I/, and E 
the real Banach space X x R with 
Ilo4 M = {II u II2 + A2Y2 for (u, A) E E. 
Furthermore w will denote the open ball with unit radius and center the 
origin in X. 
We shall consider the nonlinear eigenvalue problem 
u = G(u, A) for (u, A) E E (2.1) 
where G satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) G(u, A) = Au + ABu + R(u, A) for all (u, A) E E, 
(ii) A and B are compact, linear mappings from X into itself, 
(iii) R: E -+ X is a continuous, compact mapping such that 
11 R(u, A)Il/li u I/ -+ 0 as /) u // -+ 0, uniformly for h in bounded intervals. 
From the above hypotheses it is clear that (0, A) is a solution of (2.1) for 
all A E R. We call ((0, A) E E : h E R} the set of trivial solutions for (2.1). Let S 
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denote the subset of E consisting of all nontrivial solutions of (2.1). A point 
01 E [w is called a bifurcation point of (2.1) if there exists a sequence {(Us , h,)} 
in S converging to the point (0, a) in E. 
Since A and B are compact it follows that I - A - AB has a bounded 
inverse defined on all of X if and only if I - A - /\B is injective. Hence, 
if we set 
rA(B) = {X E R’ : N[I - A - /lB] # {0}} 
where N[T] denotes the null space of the linear operator T: X -+ X, then 
I - A - XB is a linear homeomorphism of X onto itself if and only if 
h 4 r&9- 
In the case when A = 0 it is well known that r,(B) (the set of characteristic 
values of the compact operator B) is discrete. More generally we have the 
following dichotomy. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Either rA(B) is discrete or rA(B) = R. 
Proof. If rA(B) # Iw, then there exists a point /\o E aB such that 
I - A - &B is a linear homeomorphism of X onto itself. Hence 
rA(B) = {h E R : N[I - A - hB] # {0}} 
= {A E IL! : N[(I - A - /1,B)-l (1 - A - hB)] # (0)) 
= (A E R : N[I + (A,, - X)(I - A - &B)-lB] # (0)) 
which is discrete since (I - A - h,B)-lB is compact. Q.E.D. 
It also suits our purpose to introduce the following definition of multi- 
plicity. The algebraic multiplicity of X E rA(B) is defined to be the dimension 
of 
We note that the compactness of A and B ensures that each X E rA(B) has 
finite algebraic multiplicity. 
In addition to rA(B) we shall find it necessary to consider the set 
r(A, B) = {(p, /\) E R2 : N[I - pA - hB] # (0)). 
Clearly rA(B) = {h E [w : (1, h) E r(A, B)), and I - pA - hB is a linear 
homeomorphism of X onto itself if and only if (CL, h) $ r(A, B). 
Returning to the problem (2.1), we observe that all the bifurcation points 
of (2.1) are contained in r,,(B), the proof being similar to the usual one given 
when A = 0. Following the method of [I] which deals with the case when 
A = 0, we shall use the theory of Leray-Schauder degree to obtain global 
results for the equation (2.1). 
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Concerning the Leray-Schauder degree we shall adopt the notation and 
terminology of Cronin [9]. If T: X-+X is a continuous, compact mapping 
and if Q is a bounded open subset of X such that T has no fixed points on 
the boundary of Q, then deg(1 - T, Q) will denote the degree of I - Ton Q 
with respect to the origin in X. If, in addition to the above hypotheses, 
T: X - X is also linear and if h > 0 is not a characteristic value of T, then, 
provided that Q contains the origin in X, 
deg(l- hT, Q) = (-1)B (2.2) 
where j3 is the sum of the multiplicities of the characteristic values of T 
which lie in the interval (0, A). 
The formula (2.2) plays a central role in the method of [I]. The next 
result forms the basis for our subsequent comparison of deg(1 - G(., A), 52) 
for values of h on either side of an isolated element A, in rA(B), where 52 is an 
open ball of sufficiently small radius (depending on A) with center the origin 
in X. This relationship, however, is determined not only by the algebraic 
multiplicity of A,, , but also by the local behavior of the set r(A, B) in a 
neighborhood of the point (1, A,J in IV. 
For E > 0, let M+(h, , E) denote the sector 
((1 + CL, A, + A) E R2 : 0 < p2 + A2 < c2, h = rnp for some m E [I A, j, 00)). 
Let M-(X, , l ) denote the sector 
((1 + p, h, + A) E Rs : 0 < p2 + A2 < 62 and h = -mp 
for some m E [[ A, j, 00)). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that rA(B) is discrete and that 0 < h, E rA(B) 
has algebraic multiplicity /3. Assume also that there exists an E > 0 such that 
r(A, B) n M+(h, , 6) = o. (2.3) 
If 6 = min{c, 1, dist(h, , (rA(B) u {O))\{&}} then 
deg(1 - A - @, W) = (- l)B deg(1 - A - XB, w) 
where h, - 7 < X < A,, < x < &, + 7 and 7 = S/(1 + h,,2)1/2. 
Proof. Since A + h,B is compact it follows from (2.2) that 
deg(l - _t(A + h,B), W) = (- 1)e deg(l - i(A + h,B), w), 
for 0 < 1 - 77 < _t < 1 < f < 1 + 7. For s E [0, 11, setting 
T, = $(A + 4,B) + (1 - s)(A + (4, + _t - 1)B) 
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it follows from (2.3) that T, is a 0-homotopy of compact transformations 
on S. Hence 
deg(l - _t(A + A$), W) = deg(1 - A - (h, + _t - 1) B, W) 
By constructing a similar homotopy we can show that 
deg(1 - f(A + h,,B), W) = deg(1 - A - (h, + f - 1) B, w). 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. Q.E.D. 
Remark. For A,, < 0, a similar proof establishes the result when the 
hypothesis (2.3) is replaced by 
~(4 B) n M-(h, , c) = o 
Now A + hB is the Frechet derivative of G(*, A) at 0 in X and so using 
Proposition 2.2 in place of (2.2) it is easily checked that the method of proof 
of Theorem 1.3 of [l] now yields the following result. Let 
S’ = S u ((0, A) E E : /\ E Ye) 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that yA(B) is discrete and that 4 E yA(B) has 
odd algebraic multiplicity. Suppose further that, for some E > 0 either 
OY 
A, 3 0 and r(A,B)nM+(h,,c) = iz~, 
&GO and r(A, B) A M-(h, l ) = o. 
Let b denote the component of s’ (endowed with the induced topology from E) 
containing the point (0, h,). Then b has at least one of the following properties: 
(i) b is an unbounded subset of E; 
(ii) (0, ,I) E 6 for some element h E rA(B), with A # X, . 
Remarks. Here we are most interested in the case when I - A is not 
invertable. However, even when I - A does have a bounded inverse, our 
results can not be deduced from the Theorem 1.3 of [I] by considering 
u = X(I - A)-1 Bu + (I - A)-1 R(u, X) 
since the dimension of (J,“=, N[(I - A - AB)“] need not equal the dimension 
of uf, N[(I - /\(I - A)-lB)“]. 
On the other hand, setting A = 0 we see that 
~(0, B) n M*(h, e) = @ 
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for h E Iw and small enough E > 0. Hence our Theorem 2.3 contains 
Theorem 1.3 of [I] as a special case. Similarly our result is not contained 
in the theorems of Turner, [2]. 
As will be seen in the application given in the next section, our formulation 
of the result is often the most natural. 
III. STEKLOV PROBLEMS 
Let Q denote a bounded, open subset of [wn for some n > 2, whose 
boundary, denoted by asZ is a Lyapunov surface of class C1+~ for some 
a > 0. 
We shall write u E C(Q) n C*(Q) f i u is a real-valued function, twice 
continuously differentiable in 0, which has continuous extension to Q. 
For u E C(o) n C*(Q) we set 
II/ 24 l/l = Ex I 4x)1. 
We shall use C(3.Q) to denote the real Banach space of continuous, real- 
valued functions u on Z’, with 
Clearly, if u E C(Q) n C2(sZ), then the restriction of u to %Q can be regarded 
as an element in C(aQ), and 
We consider a differential operator L on Q of the following type. For 
u E C(a) n C2(Q) and x E Sz, 
where aij is a continuous real-valued function on fi with Q(Z) = art(x) 
for all x E D for 1 < i, j < n. The first partial derivatives of aij are uniformly 
Holder continuous on Q. Furthermore we assume that there exists p,, > 0 
such that 
;tl 4x) PCPJ 3 CL0 g1 Pi 
for all x ED and (p, ,..., pn) E RP. 
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Under these hypotheses L is an elliptic differential operator on Q in 
divergence form which is formally self-adjoint. 
Given a real-valued function h which is continuous on aQ x R x R 
the corresponding Steklov problem is that of finding functions 
u E C(D) n C2(sZ) and real numbers X such that 
and 
Lu(x) = 0 for all x~Q (3.1) 
for all x E XI, (3.2) 
where 
denotes the outward conormal derivative of II at x E ZI, Q.(X) denoting the 
j-th component of the outward unit normal to XJ at x. 
The problem (3.1), (3.2) is, in general, nonlinear, and the purpose of this 
chapter is to show how the study of a nonlinear integral equation in the 
Banach space C(8.Q) by the methods of Section 2 yields global results about 
the set of solutions of (3.1), (3.2). 
We begin by recalling that the second boundary value problem cor- 
responding to L 
Lu(x) = 0 for x E .Q (3.3) 
(ww) = 4(x) for XE asz (3.4) 
where 4 is a given function in C(aQ), has a solution in C(a) n c2(s2) if and 
only if 
s aR 4(y) dS, = 0. (3.5) 
Furthermore, when (3.5) is satisfied the solution of (3.3), (3.4) is unique up 
to an additive constant. Indeed the classical theory of surface potentials 
[7, 81, establishes the existence of a Neumann function 
N:8 x .R\{(x,x): XEQ}-+ UT? 
for problem (3.3), (3.4). For easy reference we list the properties of N: 
(Pl) N: Q x D\((x, x) : x ~a} -+ Iw is continuous and 
wx, Y> = N( Y, 4 for all x,y~Q with x fy, 
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s W, Y) 4(y) dsv an 
is defined for all x E Z? and all 4 E C(aQ). Indeed, setting 
WC4 = s, W% Y> d(Y) dS, for xEB 
we have that S+ E C(D) n Cz(Q) if + E C(LU2). S is a bounded linear operator 
from C(XJ) into C(o) n Cz(Q). Furthermore S is a compact linear mapping, 
from C(&Q) into itself. 
(P3) If + E C(aQ), then 
LSl$(x) = 0 for all x EQ 
and 
P/WW)(4 = Rx) - (4’4 j,, 4(y) ds, for all x E aQ. 
Here a denotes the surface area of XL’. 
(P4) For each x E a 
s N(x, Y) ds, = 0, af2 
and so jaQ S$( r) dS, = 0 for all 4 E C(aQ). 
In particular if 4 E C(X?) and satisfies (3.5) then S+ is the unique solution 
of (3.3), (3.4) which also satisfies (3.5). 
Now let us use this Neumann function to reformulate the linear Steklov 
problem, 
IA(x) = 0 for all x E Q, (3.6) 
for all x E 8Q 
as an equivalent integral equation in qasz). We call h E R an eigenvalue of 
the linear Steklov problem if there exists a function u E C(Q) n C2(!2) 
such that (u, A) is a solution of (3.6), (3.7) and u + 0. The geometric multi- 
plicity of an eigenvalue X of the linear Steklov problem is defined to be the 
dimension of the subspace of C(o) n C2(Q) spanned by the solutions of 
(3.6), (3.7) corresponding to A. 
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For + E C(X)), let 
Using (P3) we can now show that (3.6), (3.7) are equivalent to the following 
integral equation in C(X)), 
4(x) - T&4 = w+(x) - T&4) (3.8) 
for all x E &Q. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each X E R, S - T is a linear homeomorphism from 
V(A) = (4 E C(32) : (4, A) satis$es (3.8)) 
onto 
W(h) = {u E C(a) n cZ(sZ) : (u, A) satisfies (3.6), (3.7)). 
Proof. Suppose that+ E V(A). It follows from (P3) that (S - T)4 E C(a) n 
C?(Q) and satisfies (3.6) and (3.7). Note also that since S and T are both 
compact from C(X?) into itself, V(h) has finite dimension. Hence it is enough 
to show that (S - T) maps V(A) one-to-one, onto W(X). 
If (b E V(A) and (S - T)$(x) = 0 for all x ED, it follows from (3.8) 
that 4(x) = T+(x) for all x E aQ, and so 4 is a constant. By (P4) we have that 
J-an WY) ds, = 0 and so sao T+(y) dS, = 0. Hence 4(.x) = 0 for all 
x E as, and S - T is one-one on V(h). 
Suppose now that h # 0 and that u E W(h). Then 
x j-o U(Y) ds, = IaD; (Y) ds, = 0. 
So u satisfies (3.5) and u(x) = S(k)(x) for all x ~a, and Tzl(x) = 0 for all 
x E Xi. Therefore, setting 
544 = w9 
we have 4 E V(A) and 
for all x E aQ, 
(S - T) a9 = 44 for all x E 0. 
If h = 0, and u E W(O), then u is a constant on 0, which we denote by k. 
Setting 4(x) = --K for all x E a52, we see that (S - T)(x) = k for all x ED 
and that $ E V(0). 
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Thus we have shown that S - T maps V(A) onto W(h), and the proof 
is complete. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. A point h E [w is an eigenvalue of the linear Steklov 
problem of geometric multiplicity m ifan only if/\ E rr(S - T) and has algebraic 
multiplicity m (in the sense defined in Section 2) where S and T are considered 
as operators from c(aq into itself. 
Proof. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1 it is sufficient to prove that if 
4 E C(X?) and 
[I - T - h(S - T)12+ = 0 (3.9) 
then 
[I - T - h(S - T)]+ = 0 (3.10) 
BY W) 
s V - T - h(S - VI v(r)3 4(y) ds, an = s V(YW - T - w - 0 4(Y)) dS?J a0 
for $, v E C(aJ2). Hence, putting v(x) = [I - T - h(S - T)] 4(x) for all 
x E asZ we see that (3.9) implies (3.10). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Lemma 3.1 also implies that each eigenvalue of the linear 
Steklov problem has finite multiplicity. 
LEMMA 3.3. Considering S and T as operators from C(X?) into itself 
r,(S - T) = r,,(S) u (0) and so is discrete. 
Proof. Suppose that h # 0 and that 4 E C(a@ is such that 
[I - T - /\(S - T)]+ = 0 with $ # 0. 
Then, integrating both sides of this equation over XJ and using (P4), we 
find that 
X an+(~) dS, = 0. s 
Hence Tq5 = 0 and so 4 = X5’& Therefore r,(S - T) C rO(S) U (0). 
Conversely, suppose that 4 E C(XJ) is such that + = hS+ with + # 0. 
Then (P4) implies that T+ = 0 and so [I - T - /\(S - T)]+ = 0. Therefore, 
/\ E r,(S - T) and we have shown that r,,(S) C r,(S - T). 
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Finally, we note that if 4 is a constant on aQn, then [I - T]$ = 0. This 
shows that 0 E r,(S - T) and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.4. The set of eigenvalues of the linear Steklov problem is a 
discrete set containing 0. 
Now we know from Section 2 that the local behavior of r(T, S - T) 
near points (1, A) for X E r,(S - T) is also of importance. For the case in 
hand a complete description of r(T, S - T) is possible. 
LEMMA 3.5. Considering S and T as operators from C(lX2) into itself 
r(T,S- T) ={(~,~):~E[W,/\E~~(S)}U{(CL,X):)\E[W,II = 1 +A}. 
Proof. Suppose + E C(aQ) and that 
4 - /LT+ - X(S - T)$ = 0. 
Then, integrating over %2 and using (P4), we find that 
If Jao 4(y) dS, # 0, then p = 1 + A. If Jan $(y) dS, = 0, then T$ = 0, 
and so [I - AS]+ = 0. That is, h E rO(S). Thus we have shown that 
r( T, S - T) C {(p, A) : p E R, h E r,(S)} u {(p, A) : h E IF!, p = 1 + A}. 
However, if h E r,,(S) then there exists 4 E C(as2) with 4 # 0 and such that 
(b = AS+. Hence T$ = 0. 
So [I - PT - h(S - T)]$ = 0 for p E R and (cl, A) E r(T, S - T) for 
h E r,(S) and p E R. 
If p = 1 + h then any constant function 4 on XJ is a solution of 
[I - ,uT - h(S - T)]+ = 0 
and so (p, A) E r(T, S - T) if p = 1 + A. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. Q.E.D. 
With our discussion of the linear Steklov problem now completed, we 
turn briefly to consider the nonlinear problem. 
Let us define a Nemytskii operator H associated with the nonlinearity h 
of (3.2) as follows; His the mapping from C(aG) x R into C(aG’) defined by 
H(u, h)(x) = h(x, U(X), A) for all u E C(as2), x E aG and A E R. The con- 
tinuity of h guarantees the continuity of H on C(Z)) x R. 
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In the next lemma we show that the nonlinear Steklov problem (3.1), 
(3.2) is equivalent to the integral equation 
(I- T)# = qs - T)$ + fq(S - TM, 4, (3.11) 
defined on C(8Q). 
LEMMA 3.6. For each h E R, S - T is a one-one continuous operator 
which maps 
V(A) = (4 E C(X)) : (4, A) satisjies (3.11)) 
onto 
W(h) = {u E C(D) n C2(Q) : (u, A) satisjies (3.1), (3.2)). 
Proof. For continuity it suffices to show that S - T is a bounded, 
linear operator from C(aQ) into C(D) (I C?(Q). Since T is clearly a compact, 
linear operator from C( Z’) into C(o) n C*(Q) and S is clearly linear it suffices 
to show that S is bounded from C(asZ) into C(a) n Cs(Q). But this follows 
from (P2). Hence S - T is bounded. 
Now suppose that (+, X) E C(aQ) x R is a solution to (3.11). Let 
U(X) = (S - T) #(x) for all x ED. It follows from (P2) and (P3) that 
u E C(D) n C2(sZ) and satisfies (3.1). Also, from (P3) we see that 
(au/W4 = +(x> - T#W for all x E 8Q 
= Wx) + h(x, u(x), 4 for all x E aQ 
by (3.11). That is ?I also satisfies (3.2). 
To show that S - T is one-one from V(/\) to W(h) suppose that (S - T)+ = 
(S - T)$ for $ and I,!J in V(h). Then, integrating over 8-Q we see that 
T# = T# and so 4 = 4. Hence S - T is one to one from V(h) to W(h). 
It remains to show that S - T maps V(h) onto W(X). Suppose u E W(A). 
Then sac, {Au(y) + H(u, A)(y)} dS, = 0, and so (P4) implies that 
u(x) = [S(hu + fqu, A)) + W(4 
Hence, if we put 
for all x EQ. 
4(x> = [‘\u + fJ(u, 4 - W(x) 
for x E aQ, we have that 
44 = [(S - Qw4 for all x EQ. 
It suffices, then, to show that + E V(X). Now $ - T+ = Au + H(u, A) = 
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X[(S - WI + H((S - TM, 8. S o we have shown that 4, defined above, 
lies in V(h). This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let {(& , A,)) C C(aQ) x R be a sequence of solutions of 
(3.11). If (An} is a bounded sequence of real numbers then the following three 
statements are equivalent : 
(i) (II& 11) is unbounded, 
(ii) {I/(S - T)& II} is unbounded, 
(iii) {/lj(S - T) & //l} is unbounded. 
Proof. By the maximum principle for the operator L we know that 
IKS - T)$n II = IIKS - T) A III 
since L(S - T)&(x) = 0 f or all x ~0. Hence (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 
For the proof of the lemma it suffices then to show the equivalence of(i) and 
(ii). 
Suppose (ii) holds. Then the fact that (S - T) is a bounded, linear operator 
from C(X?) into C(8.G)) implies that (i) holds. 
Conversely, suppose {j/(S - T) 9& /I} is a bounded sequence of real numbers. 
Then CSZS~ (S - T) A(Y) dS,> is bounded which in turn implies that 
{Jasa $n(y) dS,) is bounded since f sR .!& dS, = 0. Now the fact that {($% , &J> 
is a sequence of solutions of (3.11) with (A,}, (Jaa $dy) dS,> and 
MS - VA II> all b ounded implies that the sequence (11 q& /I} must be a 
bounded sequence of real numbers. We have shown that (i) implies (ii). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We complete this section with another lemma, similar to Lemma 3.7. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let ((4, , A,)} C C(U) x R be a sequence of solutions of 
(3.11). If {An} is a bounded sequence then the following three statements are 
equivalent: 
(9 II 9, II - 0 a-5 n + a, 
(ii) j/(5’ - T)& 1) -+ 0 as n -+ 00, 
(iii) jl\(S - T)#J~ 1)) + 0 as 11 -+ CO. 
Proof. As in the previous lemma (iii) and (iii) are equivalent by the 
maximum principle, so it suffices to show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
(i) implies (ii), by (P2), so suppose IJ(S - T)& J) --f 0 as n -+ co. Then 
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Without loss of generality we can suppose that An + h, , so 
~gpn - T&J = WA AJ. (3.12) 
Integrating (S - T)$,, over XJ, for each 11 we find that Tc& + 0, and so 
(3.12) implies that 
~+&$n = ff(O, A”). (3.13) 
Now the continuity of (S - T) from C(asZ) into C(X)), and (3.13) imply that 
lii(S - T)& = S(H(O,X,)) = 0 
Now (P4) implies that H(0, X,) = 0, which in turn implies that lim,,, & = 0, 
by (3.12). 
We have shown that (ii) implies (i). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
IV. EXISTENCE THEORY FOR NONLINEAR STEKLOV PROBLEMS 
We shall now use the results of Section 2 in the context of Section 3 to 
obtain results for the nonlinear Steklov problem under various hypotheses 
on h. First of all we shall introduce some notation and definitions. 
A solution (u, h) of the Steklov problem (3.1), (3.2) is called trivial if 
u = 0. Let 7 denote the set of nontrivial solutions of (3.1), (3.2) in 
[C(Q) n f?(Q)] x Ilk L t e u denote the set of eigenvalues of the linear 
Steklov problem (3.6), (3.7). Corollary 3.4 guarantees that u is a discrete set 
which contains zero. 
Let 7’ = 17 u (0, /\) : h E u}. In Section 2 we defined what is meant by a 
bifurcation point for (2.1). Our next definition is the analog of that definition 
for the nonlinear Steklov problem (3.1), (3.2). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A point 01 E R is called a bifurcation point for the 
nonlinear Steklov problem (3.1), (3.2) if there exists a sequence {(Us , X,)} 
in 7 converging in [C(a) r\ C?(Q)] x [w to the point (0, IX). 
Let us introduce the notion of asymptotic befurcation point (see [IO]). 
A point 01 E R is called an asymptotic bifurcation point for (2.1) if there 
exists a sequence (xn , h,) in S with I/ x, (1 - co, and X, + 01, as n -+ co. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A point LYE R is called an asymptotic bifurcation 
point for the nonlinear Steklov problem (3.1), (3.2) if there exists a sequence 
it% 7 A,,)} in 17 with 111 U, I~~ + 00 and X, 4 01 as n + CO. 
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Remarks. Note that (3.11) is in the form of (2.1). Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 
imply that 01 is a bifurcation point (asymptotic bifurcation point) for (3.1), 
(3.2) if and only if 01 is a bifurcation point (asymptotic bifurcation) point 
for (3.1 I). 
We shall consider (3.11) in the setting of Section 2 and so use Theorem 2.3 
to guarantee the existence of global continua of solutions of (3.11). Lemma 3.6 
will then ensure that these results transform into results about the nonlinear 
Steklov problem. 
Let X in Section 2 denote the real Banach space C(ZJ). In (3.11) the 
operator T: C(asZ) -+ C(aG) plays the role of A while the operator 
S - T: C(U) + C(as2) plays the role of B. With A = T and B = S - T 
we see from Lemma 3.5 that the hypothesis of Proposition 2.2 are satisfied 
at any point of rA(B). If we take 
for (4, h) E C(&?) x R then we can invoke Theorem 2.3 provided we can 
verify that G satisfies properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of Section 2. Condition (Cl) 
below ensures that this is the case. However we can also give a condition 
((C2) below) which guarantees the existence of global continua of solutions 
to (3.11) but which does not require that G, as defined above, satisfies 
property (iii) of Section 2. 
(Cl) h is a continuous mapping from aQ x IV into Iw and 5 H 1 h(x, 6, /\)I 
is o(j E I) as 5 -+ 0, for all x E ZJ, uniformly on bounded X intervals. 
(C2) h is a continuous mapping from a.KZ) x [wa into R and 6 F+ [ h(x, f, h)j 
is o(/ [ I) as 1 4 1 -+ co, for all x E Z2, uniformly on bounded h intervals. 
Let us define R: C(XJ) x Iw - WQ) by R@, 4(x) = [H((S - T) u, h)](x) 
for (u, X) E C(%J) x R and x E aQ. 
LEMMA 4.3. If h satisfies (Cl) then R is a continuous compact mapping 
from C(lK2) X R into C(aQ) and 24 -j R(u, A) is o(/l u 11) as /I u Ij - 0, uniformly 
on bounded h intervals. 
Proof. The compactness of R follows from the compactness of S - T 
on C(Z?) and the continuity of H. 
Clearly u -+ R(u, A) is o(Ij u 11) as (/ u 1) --f 0 uniformly on bounded X 
intervals, from (Cl). Q.E.D. 
Adopting the notation of Section 2 let S denote the set of nontrivial 
solutions of (3.11) in C(&‘) x Iw and let S’ = S u ((0, A) : X E r,(S - T)) 
Corollary 3.2 implies that u = rT(S - T) and so we have the following 
results for (3.1), (3.2). 
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LEMMA 4.4. If h satisfies (Cl) then all the bifurcation points for the 
nonlinear Steklov problem (3.1), (3.2) lie in u, 
Proof, This follows from the remark after definition 4.2 and the fact 
that the only bifurcation points for (3.11) lie in r,(S - 7’) = 0. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.5. If h, E o has odd geometric multiplicity and h satisfies (Cl) 
then there exists a continuum (with respect to the topology inherited from 
C(aQ) x rW) in S’, which contains (0, X,) and which either 
(i) is unbounded in C(XL’) x [w , or 
(ii) meets (0, A) where X # i E u. 
Proof. Corollary 3.2, Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 4.3 verify that the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied when A = T, B = S - T and 
X = C(X’). Th e result is then a restatement of Theorem 2.3 in the 
context of Eq. (3.11). 
We now turn to investigate the solution set of (3.11) when h satisfies (C2). 
Clearly R need not satisfy (iii) of Section 2. In order to apply Theorem 2.3 
we shall consider an equation which is equivalent to (3.11) but for which 
the results of Section 2 are applicable. 
Firstly we define a mapping a from C(X?) x R into C(8G) as follows. 
&$, 4 = ll(S - TM II2 W(S - T>#4l(S - T)+ 112, A)), if ll(S - TM II # 0, 
=o if Il(S - T% jl = 0. 
LEMMA 4.6. If h satisfies (C2), then a is a continuous compact mapping 
from C( 8Q) X Iw into C( LQ) and + + &C, A) is 411 d II) as II 4 II - 0 uniforml3 
on bounded X intervals. 
Proof. Since (S - T)+ = 0 if and only if $ = 0, it is sufficient to show 
that R(., A) is continuous at the origin, in order to show that l? is continuous. 
Hence it will be enough to show that 4 H a(#, A) is o(l\ d, 11) as 114 I/-+ 0 
uniformly on bounded X intervals. 
Now since h satisfies (C2) it is clear that 4 I+ II H(+, A)11 is o(II$II) as 
1) + II - co uniformly on bounded h intervals. That is, given E > 0 and a 
bounded interval J in R there exists a real number K(J, c) such that 
II WA 411 < E II 4 II when II d, II >, KU, 4 and X E J. 
So given E > 0 and a bounded interval J in R 
II @A X)ll G E IIP - T)+ II for X E J if ll(S - TM II < [KC<, J)l-‘. 
That is, 
ll&44ll <EI!S-- Tll ll$,ll for XEJ and Il+ll < [IIS- TllK(J,c)l-l. 
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Hence we have shown that # w R($, h) is o(ll+ 11) as I/ 4 II-+ 0, uniformly on 
bounded h intervals. 
For the compactness of i? we now suppose that ((4% , h,)) is a bounded 
sequence in C(asZ) x R. Without loss of generality we suppose that An --f X, 
in R. We distinguish two cases. 
First, if {j/(S - T) & 11-l) is a bounded sequence in R, then the compactness 
of (S - T) from C(ZJ) into itself and the continuity of H from C(8lz) x R 
into C(X?) implies the existence of a subsequence (nj> of the positive integers 
such that @(+,, , &$ is convergent in C(U). 
Secondly if {Ij(S - T)$, [I-‘} is unbounded we suppose, without loss of 
generality that Ij(S - 7’)b Ij -+ cc as n + 00. In this case, given E > 0 
there exists a positive integer N(E), such that, for all n 3 N(c) 
But II@ - T) A, II - 0 as ft -+ co and so II a(#, , h,)jl + 0 as n-+ co. 
In either case we have shown that there exists a subsequence (($,j , A,,)} 
of any bounded sequence ((#n , h,)) in C(X?) x R such that {&$,i , A,+)} 
is convergent in C(XJ). That is i? is compact. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.7. ($, A) E C(iX2) x I&’ is Q nontrivial solution of (3.11) if and 
@Qlr if d = +/w - TM I2 whmf? 049 4 is a nontrivial solution of the integral 
equation 
icI - T+ = US - TM + &i4 3, (4.1) 
in C(c?J) X IR. 
Proof. Suppose (4, h) is a nontrivial solution to (3.11). Then 
(S - T)$ # 0, by (P4). Put $J = #/lj(S - T)$ jj2, # is in C(ZJ) and 
$ = #/ll(S - T)# l12. Since ($, h) satisfies (3.11) it is easy to see that ($, h) 
satisfies (4.1). 
Conversely, if (I/J, h) is a nontrivial solution to (4.1) then again 
(S - T)# # 0 and so #/ll(S - T)# II2 is well defined. Clearly 
(#/ll(S - TM 112, 4 
satisfies (3.11) and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
As with Theorem 4.4 we can now state the result of Theorem 2.3 in the 
context of Eq. (4.1). 
Let U denote the set of nontrivial solutions of (4.1) in C(aG) x R. Let 
U’ = u u {(O, A) : x E u}. 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let h, E o have odd geometric multiplicity and h satisfy 
(C2). Then there exists a continuum Cl, in U’ which contains (0, h,) and which 
either 
(i) is unbounded in C(Z)) x [w, OY 
(ii) meets (0, A) where X, # i E u. 
Proof. Lemmas 3.5 and 4.6 along with Corollary 3.2 indicate that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied in the case of (4.1) Q.E.D. 
Our next result enables us to say that the asymptotic bifurcation points of 
(3.1), (3.2) lie in u. 
LEMMA 4.9. A real number CY is an asymptotic bifurcation point for (3.11) 
if and only if OL is a bifurcation point for (4.1). 
Proof. Suppose 01 is a bifurcation point for (4.1). Then there exists a 
sequence {(& , A,)} in U with #n + 0 and A, + (Y as n -+ co. By Lemma 4.7 
(&Jjj(S - T) I$,, 112, A) ES’ for all n. Hence it suffices to show that 
#+, = &Jj(S - T) #n /I2 -+ cc as n -+ co. Clearly Il(S - T) $a /I - co as 
n -+ co, and so Lemma 3.7 implies that II#n /) + co as n ---f CL). Hence (y. is 
an asymptotic bifurcation point of (3.11). 
Conversely, if 01 is an asymptotic bifurcation point for (3.11) then there 
exists a sequence ((4% , A,)} in S’ with A, -+ (Y and /I & // + co as n ---f CO. 
By Lemma 4.7, &J/(S - T) $n 112 E U for all n. But if #n = &/j/(S - T) & II2 
then IKS - T) L II -+ 0 as n --f cc, by Lemma 3.7. Now the method of 
Lemma 3.8 implies that z& - 0 and so 01 is a bifurcation point for (4.1). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Remark. We know that if h satisfies (C2) then the only bifurcation points 
for (4.1) lie in (T. Hence, if h satisfies (C2) the only asymptotic bifurcation 
points for (3.11) lie in 0. 
We shall say that a continuum C, in S bifurcates asymptotically near 
OL E R if there exists a sequence {(& , A,)} C C, with A, -+ cr. and I/& 11 -+ CO 
asn--tco. 
If C’i, is as in Theorem 4.8 let 
CA,, = W/ll(S - T)# II29 4: (~44 6 C&J. 
Lemma 4.6 ensures that CA0 contains a continuum in S which bifurcates 
asymptotically near A,, in C(ac) x R. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.10. If h, E o has odd geometric multiplicity and h satis$es 
(C2) then there exists a continuum c,,O in s’ which bzfurcates asymptotically 
near I\* in C(&Q) x [w and one of the following holds. 
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(i) (?,,O b@rcates asymptotically near i where X, # h E a, 
(ii) inf{ij $ // : (c$, A) E QA\, for some X E R} = 0, 
(iii) (h : ($, h) E CA0 f or some 4 6 C(asz> contains an infinite interval, 
either [A, , CQ) OY (- co, A,,]. 
Since Lemma 3.6 demonstrates the equivalence of the integral equation 
(3.11) and the differential equations (3.1) and (3.2) we are now in a position 
to deduce the main results of this chapter. 
THEOREM 4.1 I. Let A, E u have odd geometric multiplicity and h satisfy 
(Cl). Then there exists a continuum DA, in 7’ which contains (0, A,) and either 
(i) D,O is unbounded in C(B) n C*(Q) x [w, OY 
(ii) DA, meets (0, A), A, # A E u. 
Proof. This result follows from Theorem 4.5 and Lemmas 3.6, 3.7, 
and 3.8. 
Remark. A rea1 number X, is an asymptotic bifurcation point for (3.1), 
(3.2) if and only if it is an asymptotic bifurcation point for (3.11), (from 
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7). Hence ha is an asymptotic bifurcation point for (3.1) 
and (3.2) only if X, E u when h satisfies (C2). This follows from the remark 
after Lemma 4.9. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let A, E o have odd geometric multiplicity. Let h satisfy 
(C2). Then there exists a continuum B,O in 7 which bifurcates asymptotically 
near A, and one of the following holds: 
(i) DA0 bifurcates asymptotically near i where A,, # A E o, 
(ii) inf{[ll u II/ : (u, h) E BAO for some h E R} = 0, 
(iii) {A : (u, A) E b,@ for some u E C(Q) n Cz(Q) contains an injnite 
interval, either [A, , co), on (- 03, A,]. 
V. NODAL PROPERTIES OF D,O AND BAO 
If h, E u and h satisfies (Cl)((C2)) we have established in Section 4 the exis- 
tence of continua DA, (D,,,) of solutions for (3.1), (3.2) in C(Q) n C”(a) x II& 
Now we shall investigate how u behaves on the boundary aQ if (u, h) E DA0 
(5i,,“) for some hi R and &EC. 
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For each real number r define 
VT = {u E C(aQ) : u(x) # 0 for any x E X!>, r=O 
= (u E C(XJ) : U(X) changes sign on XJ}, T # 0. 
Clearly V’ is an open subset of C(aG), for all r. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose (u, A) is a solution to the linear Steklov problem (3.6), 
(3.7) then u E VA, or u = 0 
Proof. If h = 0 it is clear from (P4) that the constant functions comprise 
the eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue h = 0. Hence u is a constant 
and so u E VA. 
If h # 0, then we know that Sac, u(y) dS, = 0 and so u changes sign on 
the boundary aQ. That is, u E VA. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let h satisfy (Cl)((C2)) and let A, E u have odd geometric 
multiplicity. Then there exists E > 0 such that if (u, A) E D,,O (BAo) and 
j h - A,, 1 < E with 0 < 111 u /II < E (111 u //I > l/c) then u E VAo. 
Proof. Suppose that the result does not hold. Then there exists a sequence 
((un , A,)} of elements of DA0 (&,) with A, + h, , and u, -+ O(lll u, I// -+ co), 
but u, $ VA0 for any n. 
Now u, = (S - T)& where (& , A,) satisfies (3.11), that is 
+n - T+n = MS - T) 4n> + W(S - T) +n , U. 
Hence, 
II 4n V 4, - T(ll +,a II-’ AJ = MS - T) II A 11-l +n) 
+ II A II-’ WCS - T) 4n , U. (5.1) 
Now the compactness of S and T as operators from C(aQ) into itself and the 
fact that h satisfies (Cl)((C2)) implies that there exists a subsequence of 
{II rpn 11-l &}, which we shall also denote by (11 +n 11-i $,}, which converges in 
qaq to an element, v say, in qasz). 
(S - T) is a bounded, linear operator from C(aG) into itself and so passing 
to the limit in (5.1) we find that 
v - TV = )b((S - T)v) 
Now Lemma 3.1 implies that ((S - T) v, A,) is a solution to (3.6), (3.7) in 
C(Q) n CyQ) x R. 
Now Lemma 5.1 implies that (S - T) v E I%. 
But 
$$S - T)(hJIl #n II) = (S - W 
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But the fact that VA0 is open in C(ZJ) implies that (S - T)(+,J] 4% 11) E VA0 
for all it sufficiently large. Hence (5’ - 7’) +a = u, E VA0 for 71 sufficiently 
large. This is a contradiction and the result is proven. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If h(x, 0, A) = 0 fur all (x, A) E %i X [w, then 
Proof. This result follows from the fact that if h(x, 0, A) = 0 for 
(x, A) E XJ x R, then (u, A) is a solution of (3.1), (3.2), implies that u # 8V’ 
for any Y > 0. This result is Lemma 4.3 of Cushing [5]. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.4. If h satisfies (Cl) then 77 n D,O C VA0 x Ft. 
Proof. This result is immediate from Corollary 5.3. 
Since 0 is an eigenvalue of geometric multiplicity 1 of the linear Steklov 
problem we know that D, exists if h satisfies (Cl). Further 
But, if h(x, 5, A) = M’(x, 6) and @z’(x, 6) 3 0 for all x E X? and 4 E !R, it is 
easily seen that if (u, A) is a solution of (3.1) (3.2) and h # 0, then u changes 
sign on the boundary asZ of 52. This follows from the fact that 
s an {MY) + 
dS, = 0 
and so 4~) + h’(y, U(Y)) d oes not have the same sign for all y E 8sZ. This, 
in turn, implies that U(X), x E X? does not always have the same sign. 
Now combining this observation (in this special case, of course) with the 
fact that 71 n Do C Y” x R we see that Do E {(u, 0) : u EL} where L is 
the continuum of constant functions in C(a) n F’(Q). 
That is, the set {u : (u, A) E Do for some X E R} is identical to the eigenspace 
of the linear Steklov problem (3.6), (3.7) associated with the eigenvalue 
h = 0 when h(x, f, A) = hh’(x, 0 and @z(x, 6) > 0 for all (x, [, A) E 8.0 x Ra. 
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